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ABSTRACT 
This paper is a case study aimed at exploring the cross-disciplinary synergy between design thinking 
and product engineering. Teams of Bachelor of Engineering students were given a product engineer-
ing innovation challenge and asked to solve it using a design thinking methodology. The results were 
compared to similar groups who did not make use of design thinking.  The questions were: would 
design thinking assist in the development of innovative product design solutions and if it does – how 
& why? What are students really thinking & doing when engaged in creative product design innova-
tion? The results indicate that the processes, practices and persona inherent in design thinking do in-
deed facilitate innovative product design.  
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11  IINNTTRROODDUUCCTTIIOONN  
In a world of growing uncertainty, there is an increasing need to tackle problems of growing com-
plexity and ambiguity in innovative ways.  Similarly, the expectations concerning the competencies 
required of tomorrows graduates are also expanding. The need for T-shaped skills, a metaphor for the 
depth and breadth of an individual’s expertise [1] resonates within many industries. The challenge for 
educational institutions is one of combining discipline based teaching with a cross-functional approach 
where collaboration is required across a range of knowledge bases. The questions explored in this 
paper are: does a design thinking approach to idea generation & problem solving add value to product 
engineering in terms of the design of innovative products & if so, how & why? This paper suggests 
such potential for cross-disciplinary synergy between the design & engineering approaches to innova-
tion exists and we provide some suggestions as to how & why this is the case.  
Our research into design thinking over the past two years has included carrying out workshops where 
students and participants from the business & design communities are confronted with a difficult, 
complex challenge of an often ambiguous nature and encouraged to develop solutions using a design 
thinking methodology we have developed called Strategic Design Practice, (SDP). The outcome of 
these workshops is that, when groups are presented with a challenging design problem, whether this is 
with an artefact, a process, or a system, innovative solutions are often generated. This is of course very 
convenient for proponents of design thinking but why is this so? Are we dealing with some kind of 
Hawthorne Effect where individuals modify or develop aspects of their behaviour in response to 
awareness that they are being observed [2]? From Champniss et al. [3] we know that social identity 
can be a factor in creativity. Simply suggesting to groups put together purely at random that they have 
been selected on the basis of their superior creative skills boosts their creative output. Perhaps, for the 
duration of the workshop were we just being good managers, i.e. motivating participants by setting 
clear goals, providing adequate resources, a creative environment and support & encouragement 
throughout the process? This case study aims to isolate these effects.  

  



22  DDEEFFIINNIINNGG  DDEESSIIGGNN  TTHHIINNKKIINNGG  &&  IITTSS  LLIINNKK  TTOO  IINNNNOOVVAATTIIOONN  
There are two, in many ways distinct discourses regarding the history & development of design think-
ing. The first discourse, is sometimes referred to as the design methods movement & focuses on what 
designers do and how they might think while they are designing, Kimbell [4]. It has been suggested 
that interest in this area was initiated by a need to find a systematic structure to the way designers 
work in light of emerging complex technologies that had the potential to have an impact on humanity, 
such as nuclear power stations & supersonic flight [5]. Herbert Simon in 1969 was influential for 
providing a framework that other researchers have built upon. He saw design as a core human activity: 
“Everyone designs who devises courses of action aimed at changing existing situations into preferred 
one” [6].  The “design methods” discourse continued as  researchers strived to gain an understanding 
of the methods & processes used by successful designers especially in situations where they were 
faced with complex design problems [4], [7]. Schön [8] identified the “reflection-in-action” nature of 
the way designers work, reframing problems in light of experience. Research by Rowe [9], Cross [10] 
and Lawson [11] described the thought processes used by designers in action: their “designerly ways 
of knowing” [10] or design thinking [9]. Buchanan’s [7] paper “Wicked Problems in Design Think-
ing” moved design from a cognitive style towards a more generalized design thinking approach that 
could be applied to problem solving and framing in a wide range of contexts. According to Buchanan, 
design problems could be ambiguous & ill-defined, so-called “wicked” problems [12], to which the 
designer brings a new way of looking at problems & finding solutions [4].  More recently, theories of 
design have moved even further away from design as a cognitive style towards viewing design as a 
social process requiring cooperation & collaboration. 
A later, more recent discourse, (some term the “design management” movement), first appeared in the 
early 2000’s, initiated by books & articles written by members of design consultancies such as IDEO. 
There is little in the way of sustained development of the design methods (academic) discourse [13], 
rather, the design management discourse considers design thinking to be more of a “human-centred 
method for innovation & creating value”. According to IDEO’s Tim Brown, design thinking has three 
primary attributes: it is human centred, collaborative & participatory; and is driven by experimenta-
tion. Many practitioners perceive design thinking as originating with IDEO [15], and this approach is 
gradually finding application in business, education & other areas. Brown defines design thinking as 
“….a discipline that uses the designers’ sensibility and methods to match people’s needs with what is 
technologically feasible and what a viable business strategy can convert into customer value and mar-
ket opportunity” [14].  
This later design thinking approach has attracted some criticism for its lack of theoretical grounding, 
shortage of empirical evidence and for presenting a prescriptive even idealistic view based of anecdo-
tal evidence rather than empirical, theoretical support [16]. Others have doubts about both the validity 
& originality of design thinking. Norman [17] calls it “a public relations term for good old-fashioned 
creative thinking”.    
In terms of design thinking’s role in innovation, interest in alternatives to the analytical, linear ap-
proach to innovation has led an increasing number of people within business and academia towards 
the concept of design thinking. Some regard it as a “powerful, effective, and broadly accessible” ap-
proach to innovation “that can be integrated into all aspects of business & society” Brown [18]. Martin 
[19] has called it the next competitive advantage and Plattner, Meinel & Leifer [20] state that ”design 
thinking is a catalyst for innovation” and “great innovators and leaders need to be great design think-
ers”.  
No universally accepted definition of design thinking appears to exist and its underlying mechanisms 
are poorly understood [21]. However, the increased focus on the design process, and how it may be 
applied in other areas has provided substantial inspiration for design thinking, and its role as an im-
portant tool for innovation, Lockwood [22], Martin [19], Brown [18]. This has resulted in a quest for a 
common understanding and framework for the various elements included in the design process ena-
bling designers and non-designers to communicate better and create a common culture and language. 
Integrating the design methods, design thinking & soft systems approaches has led us to view design 
thinking as comprising of three overlapping elements: a process, a set of practices & a persona. (Note 
others have reached similar conclusions e.g. Hassi & Laakso,s [15] - practices, thinking styles & men-
tality and Di Russo’s [23] – process, methodology & mindset.  
Our approach to design thinking: Strategic Design Practice, (SDP) – the 5F Model, McElheron & 
Harsaae [24], comprises of: a Process, consisting of five stages starting with a research phase (Find) 



to establish stated needs, a re-framing phase (Frame) where the problem is defined, an ideation phase 
(Form) where ideas are generated and refined using rapid prototyping (Fabricate) followed by a test & 
implementation phase (Fulfil). The Practices support the process including such techniques as visuali-
zation, pattern finding, brain storming, body storming, (thinking by doing), use of multi-disciplinary 
teams, & a combination of divergent & convergent approaches. The design thinking Persona requires 
participants to assume the role of a design thinker which requires a collaborative, ambiguity-tolerant, 
solution focused approach to idea generation that makes use of abductive as well as deductive & in-
ductive reasoning and takes an optimistic future orientated, holistic view. We have found the idea of 
adopting a persona, that part of yourself you present to the group, helps group members to rapidly 
acquire the design thinker mind-set. 
  
33  MMEETTHHOODDOOLLOOGGYY  
In order to better understand design thinking’s contribution to product design innovation and shed 
some light on what engineering students actually think & do when engaged in creative innovation we 
designed an experiment. Our approach was to take four teams of 2nd semester BA Global Business 
Engineering students, (these students go onto specialize in ICT programming or as mechanical engi-
neers), give them a product design challenge and attempt to evaluate the results in term of the level of 
innovation of their ideas. This study did not involve multi-disciplinary teams and in our experience 
this does aid idea diversity. However the teams in this study were not completely homogenous, there 
was an even split between males & females, it was an international class with six nationalities repre-
sented and students had taken different educational routes to get onto the program. The challenge was 
to design an urban bicycle based on the bike design challenge sponsored by Oregon Manifest [25]). 
All students were taken through the design brief specifying the requirements of the design, (new gen-
eration of urban bike, quality of design, flexibility, integration of features, aesthetics, mandatory fea-
tures etc.). Also, the criteria on which their designs would be evaluated:  user desirability, business & 
technical feasibility and level of innovation [18]. A bike was chosen for the challenge, as it was a 
piece of technology that students are familiar with, (12 of the 14 students classified themselves as 
daily or frequent cycle users). Students were then divided, at random, into four teams. None of the 
participants were aware of the purpose of the experiment, other than to develop an innovative urban 
bike concept, or had any prior knowledge of design thinking or that the teams were to be treated in any 
way differently. The four teams were then separated into two classrooms on the pretext of allowing 
them more space to work. 
Two teams, the control group, were given a short lecture on the contemporary focus on design as a 
creator of solutions then given two hours to develop their concept bike. The other two teams, (the SDP 
group), were given an 30 minute introduction to design thinking - process, practices and persona be-
fore also being given two hours to develop their concept. 
All teams were supplied with drawing materials, flipchart paper, sticky notes & prototyping materials 
and facilitated throughout the challenge. The role of the control group facilitator was to ensure the 
teams stayed on track and answer any questions about the challenge or how the results were to be 
evaluated. The SDP teams had additional materials in the form of a poster-sized SDP model (see fig. 
1) for attaching ideas to and a Sudoku chart, (see later), the facilitator’s role included ensuring teams 
followed the process and clarify any of the practices if required. Neither facilitator made any contribu-
tion to the generation or selection of ideas. At the end of two hours each team was instructed to upload 
their concepts (pictures & brief description of innovative elements) onto the college’s crowdsourcing 
site for evaluation. All teams were observed throughout the design challenge and recorded using video 
cameras for later analysis. Each team was given a post-challenge interview to capture their experienc-
es throughout the challenge and complete a simple projection exercise. 
 
4 EVALUATION OF THE CONCEPTS 
The team concepts were evaluated by a group consisting of one expert, (a bicycle mechanic), two lec-
turers, (one design, one marketing), and two final year BA students, again one design, one marketing. 
All judges described themselves as keen cyclists and none were involved in or had knowledge of the 
purpose of the trial. The concepts were evaluated against the design brief for user desirability, business 
viability & technical feasibility [14], each on a scale of 1-5 and degree of innovation on a scale of 1-
10. The aggregated results are shown in table 1. 



The clear “winners” were teams three & four and these were from the SDP group, teams one & two 
were the control group. Significantly, both SDP teams scored highly on innovation & this will be 
elaborated on later. Again, a convenient result but the questions are why & how? Observations made 
on the way the teams approached the challenge suggested some answers. Taking the control group 
first, team one leapt straight to solution mode and started to “Google” bikes and this generated several 
ideas. However, there was little structure to the process or in the recording of these ideas. The end 
result was a list of ideas that were not connected despite this being a key part of the design brief: 
“Integration: Individual design solutions and features should be integrated into a complete, harmoni-
ous aesthetic and functional whole, rather than a checklist of details. Each design element/feature 
should meld seamlessly with the entire bike”. 
Also, there was little in the way of innovation in the opinion of the judging panel, (few novel ideas), in 
fact the concept revolved around a single idea which was a collapsible bike held together with mag-
nets which the panel could see several problems with and this affected the desirability & feasibility 
scores.  Team one scored 2/10 for innovation. 
Team two experienced some difficulty getting started. They spent considerable time looking at the 
design brief but not in any systematic way. There then followed a period of brainstorming which re-
sulted in a mind-map of ideas but it ended there. The evaluating panel appreciated the number of ide-
as, some of them were considered novel but these were not integrated into a finished concept. 
Some social loafing was observed in one of the control teams with one or two members taking a pas-
sive role for about half of the ideation phase of the project. This is a familiar problem in group-work, 
however we tend to observe it less in SDP workshops due to their inclusive nature. 
The SDP teams performed quite differently. Both teams spent a significant part of their design time in 
the research stage of the SDP 5F model, (Find), specifically trying to establish a fundamental under-
standing of user needs, also the characteristics of the market and the prevailing technology. They also 
spent time in the problem definition stage, (Frame), attempting to prioritize real needs and come up 
with alternative ways of approaching the challenge while keeping within the design brief.  
 

  Gr. 1 Gr. 2 Gr. 3 Gr. 4 
DESIRABILITY 2 3 4 4 
VIABILITY  2 3 4 4 
FEASIBILITY 1 3 4 4 
INNOVATION 3 3 8 8 
TOTAL 8 12 20 20 
NOVEL IDEAS 3 5 * 8 8 

																																						*though not integrated in final concept	
 
 
 
55  IIDDEEAA  GGEENNEERRAATTIIOONN  
All the teams generated a significant number of ideas so why did some make their way into the final 
concept and others not? Study of the video footage suggested some answers. In the control group, 
ideas were generated and sometimes accepted but more often they were ignored, rejected or just for-
gotten. In the SDP lecture session the concept of building on the ideas of others was emphasized and 
reinforced in the facilitation of the idea generation process.  The result was that ideas were generally 
listened to and recorded.  Ideas were written down on sticky notes or sketched and placed on the Form 
section of the 5F model wall chart, they were later grouped using a Sudoku chart which allows ideas to 
be synthesized & grouped, and patterns of related ideas connected. As Johnson [26] has suggested, 
chance favours the connected mind. Both SDP teams made full use of low fidelity rapid prototyping to 
demonstrate, communicate and get feedback on ideas, this appeared effective and was frequently ob-
served to stimulate thought, [8], which generated related ideas. Both SDP teams made a dive for the 
prototype boxes at the earliest opportunity the control teams did not use prototyping though materials 
were available. The sketches and prototypes were observed to serve as a record of the design process 
and help with the synthesis of ideas in the final concept. Abductive reasoning, taking leaps in imagina-
tion, imagining the future is an important concept in design, much of design is abductive as was the 
case in this challenge. This was something covered in the SDP lecture and students were given several 
examples of how it can be used. The SDP groups were observed to take several abductive leaps in the 

Table 1. Aggregate team scores from the evaluating panel. 



ideation stage of the process & helped team three develop a novel lighting system and team four an 
imaginative approach to an anti-theft device. 
Both SDP teams produced integrated design concepts including prototypes which fulfilled all the re-
quirements of the design brief and in the opinion of the judging panel, scored high on innovation.  
Team three came up with a chip-lock system that locks both wheels & handle to prevent theft, a light-
ing system that illuminates the wheels, a reflective frame, several self-maintaining mechanical innova-
tions including a self-lubricating chain and an aesthetically unisex design though with a choice of seat 
designs for males & females. Team four developed a three part anti-theft system that was, according to 
our “expert” panellist unique to bikes and feasible, a back rest to improve posture, a solar panelled 
lighting system & a well-designed waterproof load carrier and a novel cup holder. 
 
66  PPOOSSTT  CCHHAALLLLEENNGGEE  IINNTTEERRVVIIEEWWSS  
We were interested in obtaining feedback from all teams participating in this engineering design chal-
lenge. This was done by interviewing each group immediately following the challenge and asking 
each team member to complete a projective exercise as a structured indirect way of getting the “whys” 
of the situation. The student feedback is briefly summarised in the table: 
 
Common to all teams Control teams SDP teams 
 Interesting, relevant, 

creative, innovative chal-
lenge 

 Could have done with 
more time 

 
 
 

 Hard to get started 
 Idea generation challenging 
 Hard to keep track of ideas 
 Hard to design something innova-

tive  
 Group dynamics  - good (team 1). 

Two of us active,  two passive, 
(team 2). 

 Overall satisfaction with the out-
come: Good (team 1), okay (team  
2)  

 Fun challenge (2 of 7) 

 Surprising it was possible to come up with 
so many new ideas 

 Pushes your thinking 
 Good group synergy 
 Design thinking tools helped the creative 

process 
 Offered many possibilities for us to be 

innovative 
 Very satisfied with the result 
 Fun challenge (6 out of 7) 

Table 2. Feedback, most frequent comments, (combined interview & projection) from the 
control & SDP teams 

All teams regarded the challenge as interesting & relevant which suggests it could be used as a basis 
for further studies. There were clear differences between how ideas were generated and made the way 
into a final concept.  
      
77  CCOONNCCLLUUSSIIOONNSS  &&  FFUURRTTHHEERR  RREESSEEAARRCCHH  
Helping students think creatively and understand what is required to make innovative ideas feasible is 
becoming increasingly important and, as seen in this study, ideas are vulnerable in their infancy [27]. 
The application of a design thinking process, practice & persona to a product engineering design chal-
lenge did result in concepts evaluated to be more innovative than the products produced by a control 
group without the use of design thinking, even in this short intervention challenge.  Observation of the 
design process and idea generation & selection revealed that the design thinking process, in this case 
the SDP model, helped students spend more time evaluating & prioritizing real user needs. Design 
thinking practices such as visualization, pattern recognition and rapid prototyping helped communi-
cate ideas and synthesize them into a final concept. Adopting a design thinking persona requiring a 
collaborative approach comfortable with a level of ambiguity combined with abductive reasoning 
helped drive ideas forward. 
This was a small trial with four teams but the results support our findings from previous trials. Design 
is a social process and should not only de regarded as a problem-solving activity but also as a 
knowledge generation & integration activity [28]. We plan to do further studies looking at the value of 
design, also at ways of developing team dynamics and the role of individual abilities on the outcomes. 
A bike is a very tangible thing and it will be interesting to see how design thinking contributes to more 
intangible design challenges such as the design of processes, services and strategies. Also how design 
thinking can be integrated into the design & delivery of our programs across disciplines, how it can be 
used to create & maintain dialogue between students and how we assess their work.  
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